
 
An Odawa Obtains Medicine 1 

Told by Chief Penesi of Fort William, Ontario, to William Jones in 1904 2 
Translation and Study by Eliot A. Singer 3 

 
(i) 

 
Once, as the story goes, 
Odawa [?] people were living there: 4 
One man; also one woman; also two infants, their children. 
 

(ii) 
 
And once, in the evening, something they hear making a sound. 
 And so, they were afraid. 
 
And again, on the morrow, in the evening, again they hear it making a sound. 
And, closer is the sound being made. 
 And so, truly they are afraid. 
 
And, again, on the morrow, in the evening, they hear it. 
And, it is very close. 
And, they are very afraid. 
Quietly they stayed there. 
And, on the morrow, 
 So, this they see: 
 
A person with a metal—a copper-metal—war-club. 
“A, bon jour, bon jour, my friend,” he is told by the one who comes arriving. 5 
 And so, he sets it down from off his back. 
 
 And so, it makes a great sound. 
 
 So, in fact, that is what has been speaking to them. 
 
Very heavy it is. 
 And so, he entered there into the wigwam. 
 
And, with corn they feed him. 
 And, after he has eaten, 

He speaks to whom he has visited: 
“Would you not, my friend, accompany me? 
“Over there, to the other side of the great lake, I go. 

 
1 “Odaawaa Wendidang Mashkiki” in William Jones, Ojibwa Texts, edited by Truman Michelson. Publications of the 
American Ethnological Society, vol. 7, part 2 (New York: Stechert: 1917-1919, pp. 278-285). 
2 The story was dictated in the Ojibwe language and taken down by Jones in the International Phonetic Alphabet. Where I 
reference Ojibwe words, I have transposed them to the “practical orthography,” as used in John Nichols and Earl Nyholm, A 
Concise Dictionary of Minnesota Ojibwe (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1995). Chief Penesi’s Ojibwe name 
was Gaagige-binesi, Forever Thunderbird. 
3 Ethno-discursive (a.k.a., “ethno-poetic”) formatting principles used in my translation include: independent verbs at margin, 
conjunct verbs indented; line skipped after “mii,” “so,” which indicates the end of a paragraph-like unit; new section beginning 
with “ningoding,” “once.”  
4 Identifying the family as Odawa was probably a mistake by the narrator. 
5 “Boozhoo niijii” is a common greeting. “Boozhoo” was adapted from “bon jour.” 
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“So, over there, is medicine for all kinds of harm,” he says. 
“Why, I will accompany you.” 
 And so, on the morrow, they started off. 
 

(iii) 
 

 And when, at evening, they camped, 
He threw down that great war-club: 
A very great loud noise it made. 
For a long time, they went walking along. 
 And, on the tenth day, so it is that they came to the shore of that great great lake. 6 
 
 And so, they made a raft: 
 
 They want to cross the great lake; 
Also, the paddle they want to use they made. 
 And so, they embarked. 
 
Also, they had stowed the war-club on board. 
 And so, they started off. 
 
They had no reason to sleep. 
Also, all night with great force they paddle. 
This went on for many a night. 
 

(iv) 
 

 And once, in the morning, so it is that they saw somebody sitting down. 
 

Gichi-Makwa! 7 
“So, over there I am going,” says that Odawa. 8 
“So that, hung around his neck, is a bag: 
“Medicine for all kinds of things that harm are inside there. 
“Many people, who attempt in vain to get that bag, are killed by him. 
“If the weather is greatly hot, 
“So, it is then that he sleeps. 
“A wampum strap hangs around his neck. 9 
“So, from there is tied that bag. 
“If he sleeps, 
“So, it is then that I could approach and remove that wampum strap. 
“So, toward there let us float. 
“Later—tomorrow—you and I shall go there.” 

And so, they smoke. 10 
 
“Let there be a greatly clear sky tomorrow!” says that Odawa.  
Truly, the next day the sky is greatly clear. 

 
6 “Gichi gichi gaami,” “great great lake,” meaning ocean. 
7 “Great Bear.” “Gichi” and “michi” or “mishi” are alternatives for “great.” 
8 The Odawa is the visitor. 
9 “Miigis-apikan,” “miigis shell – strap.” Miigis shells were traditional wampum. 
10 “Ezhi-zagaswaawa,” “smokes in a certain way.” 
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And so, they see that Gichi Makwa: 
 
Much like a cloud that hung aloft, 
 So, that is how he appears: 

 
He is very huge. 
 And so, gradually closer towards him they went. 
 
He does not lie down to sleep: 
 So, he only lets droop his head. 

 
Very afraid is that one person. 
 And then, as it is going on noon, 

So, it is that they see him letting droop his head. 
 
“Ah, my friend, paddle with all your might!” 
 And so, they landed. 
 
And that Odawa went and disembarked, running. 
A way into the woods, the other is sitting. 
 And so, he went approaching, that Odawa. 
 
 And so, he reached for that wampum strap. 
 
 He unstrung it; 
But around that hand of the other it is hooked. 
And that Odawa: cautiously he lifted the other’s hand. 
 And so, he came racing towards the shore with that bag. 
 
 And so, he stowed it on board. 
 
“Ah, my friend, let us start off! 
“Paddle with all your might! 
“If he sees us, you and I will be killed. 
“Only if his view is obscured will nothing be done to you and I.” 
 And then, being somewhat far off, 
 So it is that the Odawa speaks: 
 
“Alas! We are doomed, my friend. 
“Already we have been seen by him.” 
 And so, the other comes approaching the water. 
 
He thrusts his head into the water. 
 And so, they are pulled towards him by his gulping. 
 
 And so, back towards him they are drawn. 
 
And the Odawa: he unties and takes off the war club. 
 And so, he says to his companion: 
 
“Steer properly!” 
And the Odawa: he stood at the front of the raft, holding his war-club. 
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Straight to where the bear is they fly. 
 And when, there, at the bear‘s mouth, they arrive, flying, 
 So it is that he strikes the other on the head. 
 
 And so, he knocked him out. 
 
 And so, flying back out again flows that water. 
 
 And so, again far off, in a way, they floated. 
 
 And, as they look at where the bear is: 
 So it is that he was getting up: 
 
 And off he went into the woods; 
“Ah, my friend, paddle with all your might! 
“So, not again will you and I be taken notice of by him.” 
 And so, they lived. 
 

(v) 
 

 And so, they came homeward, until they came to the shore. 
 
 And, also, they came walking along. 
 And when they arrived at from where, purposely, they had gone off together, 
 So it is that they examined that medicine for all kinds of harm. 11 
 
And half he gave to his companion, 
And half he has for himself. 
 And so, he says: 
 
“So, this will you have. 
“And, as for me, this will I have.” 
“You, Nadowe, you will be told. 12 
“And I, Odawa, I will be told.  
“You and I, we will be very knowledgeable of the knowledge of medicine.” 
 And so, they named how the various kinds of medicine will be the used. 
 
 And when they had named how all the various kinds of medicine will be used, 
 So it is that they went their separate ways. 
 
 So, it is of such a length. 13 
  

 
11 “Izhi-waaband,” “sees it in a certain way.” 
12 “Nadowe,” “serpent,” Ojibwe name for Iroquois, an historical enemy. “Gad-igo,” “will be told,” means “will be called.” 
13 The story is that long. 
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Study: 
 
 The Wampum Bear has only been collected from a few Lake Superior Ojibwe and Lake Michigan 

Odawa, so it is not possible to ascertain how typical was Chief Penesi’s version. Charles 
Kawbawgam’s “Great Bear of the West” was very similar, except lacking the motifs of obtaining 
medicine and of naming the Odawa and Iroquois. The visitor was a giant from the north, which makes 
sense of why the family would feel frightened and why he could wield a great war club. 14 Penesi 
made him an Odawa—identifying the family at the beginning also as Odawa was probably a mistake 
on the part of the narrator, since that man later is identified as the Nadowe. The visitor was fed corn 
(mandaamin), a crop historically associated with Iroquois. That the visitor used the “Boozhoo niijii” 
greeting, adapted from the French, “bonjour,” might be indicative of an Odawa, who had early close 
ties to the French. At the end, Kawbawgam’s giant says: “’The most precious wampum in the world 
must remain in the north.’ And giving the man his bag of feathers, he departed homeward.” 

Schoolcraft’s Wampum Bear, originally Iamo, or the Undying Head, was re-titled Mishemokwa; or 
the War of the Gigantic Bear Wearing the Precious Prize or the Necklace of Wampum, or the Origin of 
the Small Black Bear: An Ottawa Legend for The Myth of Hiawatha, after Longfellow popularized 
Mudjekeewis’ theft of the “Belt of Wampum/From the neck of Mishe-Mokwa.” 15 
 Schoolcraft embedded it in the Undying Head, and borrowed Mudjikewis and his nine 
brothers from a third story. Longfellow turned Mudjikewis (Majiikiwis, First-Born-Son) into the 
hero, presumably because he was the only named character and because the name fit easily 
into trochaic (/-/-) meter. The actual leader of the war party was the youngest, and Mudjikewis, 
mistakenly identified as the third brother, was sometimes fearful, sometimes full of bravado, 
and “noted for his oddities.” 
 Forming a war party contingent on a dream was traditional, although whether this was a 
detail provided by Schoolcraft’s source or was his own attempt to expand the story with 
ethnography (as was his wont) is unclear: 16 
 

In this [warlike] village was a family of ten young men-brothers. It was in the spring of the year 
that the youngest of these blackened his face and fasted. His dreams were propitious. Having 
ended his fast, he sent secretly for his brothers at night, so that none in the village could overhear or 
find out the direction they intended to go. Though their drum was heard, yet that was a common 
occurrence. Having ended the usual formalities, he told them how favourable his dreams were, and 
that he had called them together to know if they would accompany him in a war excursion. They all 
answered they would. The third brother from the eldest [sic], noted for his oddities, coming up with 
his war-club when his brother had ceased speaking, jumped up, “Yes,” said he, “I will go, and this 
will be the way I will treat those we are going to fight;" and he struck the post in the centre of the 
lodge, and gave a yell. The others spoke to him, saying, “Slow, slow, Mudjikewis, when you are in 
other people's lodges.” So he sat down. Then, in turn, they took the drum, and sang their songs, 
and closed with a feast. The youngest told them not to whisper their intention even to their wives, 
but secretly to prepare for their journey. They all promised obedience, and Mudjikewis was the first 
to say so. 

The time for their departure drew near. Word was given to assemble on a certain night, when 
they would depart immediately. Mudjikewis was loud in his demands for his moccasins. Several 
times his wife asked him the reason. “Besides,” said she, “you have a good pair on.” “Quick, quick," 
he said, “since you must know, we are going on a war excursion. So be quick.” He thus revealed the 
secret. That night they met and started. The snow was on the ground, and they travelled all night, 
lest others should follow them. 

 
14 Arthur P. Bourgeois, ed., Ojibwa Narratives of Charles and Charlotte Kawbawgam and Jacques LePique, 1893-1895 
(Detroit, Wayne State University Press, 1994, pp. 97-100). The giant was probably a “misaabe” not a “wiindigoo.” 
15 Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, Algic Researches (New-York, Harper & Brothers, 1839, vol. 1., pp. 96-121), The Myth of 
Hiawatha and Other Oral Legends, Mythologic and Allegoric, of the North American Indians (Philadelphia, J. P. Lippincott & 
Co., 1856, pp. 46-57). 
16 Schoolcraft, Algic Researches, vol. 1, pp. 99-101. 
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When it was daylight, the leader took snow and made a ball of it; then tossing it into the air, he 
said, “It was in this way I saw snow fall in a dream, so that I could not be tracked.” And he told them 
to keep close to each other for fear of losing themselves, as the snow began to fall in very large 
flakes. Near as they walked, it was with difficulty they could see each other. The snow continued 
falling all that day and the following night. So it was impossible to track them. 

 
 Mudjikewis’ misconduct is reminiscent of Otter’s silliness during the Theft of Seasons 
expedition or, perhaps, that of Snapping Turtle, but here there are no consequences. 17 A ten-
person expedition would have been consistent with other stories, though not the standard one 
with Majiikiwis. 18 Like Penesi’s Odawa, the leader explained about the fate of previous 
expeditions: 19 
 

They had now walked for several days, and Mudjikewis was always in the rear. One day, 
running suddenly forward, he gave the Saw-saw-quan [war-cry], and struck a tree with his war-club, 
which broke into pieces as if struck with lightning. “Brothers," said he, “this will be the way I will 
serve those whom we are going to fight.” The leader answered, “Slow, slow, Mudjikewis. The one I 
lead you to is not to be thought of so lightly.” Again he fell back and thought to himself, “What, what: 
Who can this be he is leading us to?" He felt fearful, and was silent. 

Day after day they travelled on, till they came to an extensive plain, on the borders of which 
human bones were bleaching in the sun. The leader spoke. “They are the bones of those who have 
gone before us. None has ever yet returned to tell the sad tale of their fate.” Again Mudjikewis 
became restless, and, running forward, gave the accustomed yell. Advancing to a large rock which 
stood above the ground, he struck it, and it fell to pieces. “See, brothers,” said he, thus will I treat 
those whom we are going to fight.” “Still, still,” once more said the leader; “he to whom I am leading 
you is not to be compared to that rock.” 

 
 Penesi’s paddler was briefly afraid upon seeing Gichi Makwa but did what he was told 
without complaint, hesitation, or encouragement. Mudjikewis showed persistent cowardice: 20 

 
Mudjikewis fell back quite thoughtful, saying to himself, "I wonder who this can be that he is 

going to attack.” And he was afraid. Still they continued to see the remains of former warriors, who 
had been to the place where they were now going, some of whom had retreated as far back as the 
place where they first saw the bones, beyond which no one had ever escaped. At last they came to 
a piece of rising ground, from which they plainly distinguished, sleeping on a distant mountain, a 
mammoth bear. 

The distance between them was very great, but the size of the animal caused him plainly to be 
seen. “There," said the leader, “it is he to whom I am leading you; here our troubles only will 
commence, for he is a Mishe Mokwa and a Manito. It is he who has that we prize so dearly (i. e., 
wampum), to obtain which, the warriors whose bones we saw sacrificed their lives. You must not be 
fearful. Be manly. We shall find him asleep.” 
 

 Penesi had the men smoke ritually (“in a certain way”) to invoke a clear day that would 
induce Gichi Makwa to sleep. Only the Odawa went on shore and with great care removed the 
Miigis-apikan (wampum-shell strap). All ten of Schoolcraft’s brothers participated in the 
attempt: 21 

 
17 See Eliot A. Singer, Star of Fisher and Snapping Turtle on the Warpath. 
18 Stith Thompson, Tales of the North American Indians (Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1929, p. 334, n. 206). “Ten 
brothers return from hunt and find house put in order by mysterious housekeeper. Take turns in remaining at home to 
investigate. One brother succeeds and marries the girl. Eldest jealous, courts girl, and shoots her when she rejects him. She 
is supernatural. Tells husband to seek her after ten days. He comes in eight days and she becomes bird and flies away. 
Husband goes on quest for her. Sent from one informant to another. Transformed to butterfly, etc. Reaches upper world 
(world of thunders). Suitor contest. Hero wins wife. Takes her nine sisters for his brothers.” 
19 Schoolcraft, Algic Researches, vol. 1, pp. 101-102. 
20 Schoolcraft, Algic Researches, vol. 1, pp. 102-103. 
21 Schoolcraft, Algic Researches, vol. 1, p. 103. 
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They advanced boldly till they came near, when they stopped to view him more closely. He was 

asleep. Then the leader went forward and touched the belt around the animal's neck. “This,” he 
said, “This what we must get. It contains the wampum.” They then requested the eldest to try and 
slip the belt over the bear's head, who appeared to be fast asleep, as he was not in the least 
disturbed by the attempt to obtain the belt. All their efforts were in vain, till it came to the one next 
the youngest. He tried, and the belt moved nearly over the monster's head, but he could get it no 
farther. Then the youngest one and leader made his attempt, and succeeded. 
 

 Schoolcraft’s lengthy pursuit has parallels in other tale-types, such as Rolling Skull and 
flight from incestuous brother and sister (“Earth is not so large…,” “Manito…there is none but 
me”) and Sun and Suns-of-the-Night (invoking a dreamed protector, transformed dogs); the 
series of grandfather’s is possibly from the series of grandmothers in Majiikiwis: 22 
 

 Placing it on the back of the oldest, he said, “Now we must run," and off they started. When one 
became fatigued with its weight, another would relieve him. Thus they ran till they had passed the 
bones of all former warriors, and were some distance beyond, when, looking back, they saw the 
monster slowly rising. He stood some time before he missed his wampum. Soon they heard his 
tremendous howl, like distant thunder, slowly filling all the sky; and then they heard him speak and 
say, “Who can it be that has dared to steal my wampum? Earth is not so large but that I can find 
them.” And he descended from the hill in pursuit. As if convulsed, the earth shook with every jump 
he made. Very soon he approached the party. They however kept the belt, exchanging it from one 
to another, and encouraging each other. But he gained on them fast. 
 “Brothers," said the leader, has never any one of you, when fasting, dreamed of some friendly 
spirit who would aid you as a guardian?” A dead silence followed. “Well,” said he, “fasting, I 
dreamed of being in danger of instant death, when I saw a small lodge, with smoke curling from its 
top. An old man lived in it, and I dreamed he helped me. And may it be verified soon,” he said, 
running forward and giving the peculiar yell, and a howl as if the sounds came from the depths of 
his stomach, and which is called Checaudum. Getting upon a piece of rising ground, behold! a 
lodge, with smoke curling from its top, appeared. This gave them all new strength, and they ran 
forward and entered it. The leader spoke to the old man who sat in the lodge, saying, “Nemesho, 
help us. We claim your protection, for the great bear will kill us.” “Sit down and eat, my 
grandchildren," said the old man.” Manito?" said he, "there is none but me; but let me look," and he 
opened the door of the lodge, when lo! at a little distance he saw the enraged animal coming on, 
with slow but powerful leaps. He closed the door. “Yes," said he, “he is indeed a great Manito. My 
grandchildren, you will be the cause of my losing my life. You asked my protection, and I granted it; 
so now, come what may, I will protect you. When the bear arrives at the door, you must run out of 
the other end of the lodge.” Then putting his hand to the side of the lodge where he sat, he brought 
out a bag, which he opened. Taking out two small black dogs, he placed them before him. “These 
are the ones I use when I fight,” said he; and he commenced patting, with both hands, the sides of 
one of them, and he began to swell out, so that he soon filled the lodge by his bulk. And he had 
great strong teeth. When he attained his full size he growled, and from that moment, as from 
instinct, he jumped out at the door and met the bear, who in another leap would have reached the 
lodge. A terrible combat ensued. The skies rang with the howls of the fierce monsters. The 
remaining dog soon took the field. The brothers, at the onset, took the advice of the old man, and 
escaped through the opposite side of the lodge. They had not proceeded far before they heard the 
dying cry of one of the dogs, and soon after of the other. “Well," said the leader, “the old man will 
share their fate; so run, run, he will soon be after us." They started with fresh vigour, for they had 
received food from the old man; but very soon the bear came in sight, and again was fast gaining 
upon them. 
 Again the leader asked the brothers if they could do nothing for their safety. All were silent. The 
leader, running forward, did as before. “I dreamed," he cried, “that, being in great trouble, an old 
man helped me who was a Manito. We shall soon see his lodge." Taking courage, they still went on. 
After going a short distance they saw the lodge of the old Manito. They entered immediately and 
claimed his protection, telling him a Manito was after them. The old man, setting meat before them, 

 
22 Schoolcraft, Algic Researches, vol. 1, pp. 103-107. 
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said, “Eat. Who is a Manito? there is no Manito but me. There is none whom I fear.” And the earth 
trembled as the monster advanced. The old man opened the door and saw him coming. He shut it 
slowly, and said, “Yes, my grandchildren, you have brought trouble upon me.” Procuring his 
medicine sack, he took out his small war-clubs of black stone, and told the young men to run 
through the other side of the lodge. As he handled the clubs they became very large, and the old 
man stepped out just as the bear reached the door. Then striking him with one of the clubs, it broke 
in pieces. The bear stumbled. Renewing the attempt with the other war-club, that also was broken, 
but the bear fell senseless. Each blow the old man gave him sounded like a clap of thunder, and the 
howls of the bear ran along till they filled the heavens. 
 

 The brothers then fled to a lake, where, as in Penesi’s version, Mishe-Mokwa draws them 
toward his mouth by swallowing the water. Mudjikewis, finally, got to use his club in earnest: 23 
 

 The young men had now ran some distance, when they looked back. They could see that the 
bear was recovering from the blows. First he moved his paws, and soon they saw him rise on his 
feet. The old man shared the fate of the first, for they now heard his cries as he was torn in pieces. 
Again the monster was in pursuit, and fast overtaking them. Not yet discouraged, the young men 
kept on their way; but the bear was now so close, that the leader once more applied to his brothers, 
but they could do nothing. 
 “Well," said he, “my dreams will soon be exhausted. After this I have but one more.” He 
advanced, invoking his guardian spirit to aid him. "Once,” said he, “I dreamed that, being sorely 
pressed, I came to a large lake, on the shore of which was a canoe, partly out of water, having ten 
paddles all in readiness. Do not fear," he cried, “we shall soon get to it.” And so it was, even as he 
had said. Coming to the lake, they saw the canoe with the ten paddles, and immediately they 
embarked. 
 Scarcely had they reached the centre of the lake, when they saw the bear arrive at its borders. 
Lifting himself on his hind legs, he looked all around. Then he waded into the water; then losing his 
footing, he turned back, and commenced making the circuit of the lake. Meanwhile, the party 
remained stationary in the centre to watch his movements. He travelled around, till at last he came 
to the place from whence he started. Then he commenced drinking up the water, and they saw the 
current fast setting in towards his open mouth. The leader encouraged them to paddle hard for the 
opposite shore. When only a short distance from land, the current had increased so much, that they 
were drawn back by it, and all their efforts to reach it were vain. 
 Then the leader again spoke, telling them to meet their fates manfully. “Now is the time, 
Mudjikewis,” said he, "to show your prowess. Take courage, and sit in the bow of the canoe; and 
when it approaches his mouth, try what effect your club will have on his head.” He obeyed, and 
stood ready to give the blow; while the leader, who steered, directed the canoe for the open mouth 
of the monster. 
 Rapidly advancing, they were just about to enter his mouth, when Mudjikewis struck him a 
tremendous blow on the head, and gave the saw-saw-quan. The bear's limbs doubled under him, 
and he fell stunned by the blow. But before Mudjikewis could renew it, the monster disgorged all the 
water he had drank, with a force which sent the canoe with great velocity to the opposite shore. 
Instantly leaving the canoe, again they fled, and on they went till they were completely exhausted. 
The earth again shook, and soon they saw the monster hard after them. Their spirits drooped, and 
they felt discouraged. The leader exerted himself, by actions and words, to cheer them up; and 
once more he asked them if they thought of nothing, or could do nothing for their rescue; and, as 
before, all were silent. 
 “Then," he said, "this is the last time I can apply to my guardian spirit. Now if we do not 
succeed, our fates are decided.” He ran forward, invoking his spirit with great earnestness, and 
gave the yell. “We shall soon arrive," said he to his brothers, “to the place where my last guardian 
spirit dwells. In him I place great confidence. Do not, do not be afraid, or your limbs will be fear-
bound. We shall soon reach his lodge. Run, run," he cried. 
 

. 

 
23 Schoolcraft, Algic Researches, vol. 1, pp. 107-109. 
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 Penesi’s wampum-thieves could not obstruct the sight of Gichi Makwa and were “pulled 
towards him by his gulping.” It was then, properly steered, the Odawa struck him with the war-
club. The bagamaagan was of ozaawaabik, yellow-metal, usually meaning brass, but 
alternatively copper, which predated European contact and had great power. 24 It was the 
power of the copper that rendered Gichi Makwa harmless, forced to retreat into the woods, not 
to bother them again. 
 Mudjikewis’ club was sufficient for the blow to cause the brothers to be disgorged but not 
possessed of the power to permanently deter Mishe-Mokwa. In a Little Traverse Odawa 
variant, probably a fragment, not told as pursuit by the Wampum Bear, a marauding Great 
Muckwah: 25 

 
Was overpowered and conquered; not by warriors, but by a gentle maiden, who to save the people, 
carried a potion from an old sorceress, and creeping cautiously over the sand dunes, placed it 
carefully at the nostrils of the bear. Muckwah was soon overcome by the powerful fumes and 
expired with scarcely a struggle. He lies to this day where his death took place, on the east shore of 
Lake Michigan, where he may be seen from passing boats at a point called Sleeping Bear.  
 

 Schoolcraft’s framing story of the Undying Head provided a source for a young woman’s 
bear-overcoming medicine. Iamo, a powerful magician, had been disabled because his sister 
violated menstrual taboos: 26 
 

 One day the sister saw the eyes of the head brighten, as if through pleasure. At last it spoke. 
"Oh, sister…soon, very soon, a young men will arrive and apply to me for aid; but, alas! how can I 
give what I would have done with so much pleasure. Nevertheless, take two arrows, and place them 
where you have been in the habit of placing the others, and have meat prepared and cooked before 
they arrive. When you hear them coming and calling on my name, go out and say, 'Alas! it is long 
ago that an accident befell him. I was the cause of it. If they still come near, ask them in and set 
meat before them. And now you must follow my directions strictly. When the bear is near, go out 
and meet him. You will take my medicine sack, bows and arrows, and my head. You must then 
untie the sack, and spread out before you my paints of all colours, my war eagle feathers, my tufts 
of dried hair, and whatever else it contains. As the bear approaches, you will take all these articles, 
one by one, and say to him, ‘This is my deceased brother's paint,' and so on with all the other 
articles, throwing each of them as far from you as you can. The virtues contained in them will cause 
him to totter; and, to complete his destruction, you will take my head, and that too you will cast as 
far off as you can, crying aloud, 'See, this is my deceased brother's head.’ He will then fall 
senseless. By this time the young men will have eaten, and you will call them to your assistance. 
You must then cut the carcass into pieces, yes, into small pieces, and scatter them to the four 
winds; for, unless you do this, he will again revive.” 
 She promised that all should be done as she said. She had only time to prepare the meat, when 
the voice of the leader was heard calling upon Iamo for aid. The woman went out and said as her 
brother had directed. But the war party, being closely pursued, came up to the lodge. She invited 
them in, and placed the meat before them. While they were eating they heard the bear approaching. 
Untying the medicine sack and taking the head, she had all in readiness for his approach. When he 
came up she did as she had been told; and, before she had expended the paints and feathers, the 
bear began to totter, but, still advancing, came close to the woman. Saying as she was 
commanded, she then took the head, and cast it as far from her as she could. As it rolled along the 
ground, the blood, excited by the feelings of the head in this terrible scene, gushed from the nose 
and mouth. 
 The bear, tottering, soon fell with a tremendous noise. Then she cried for help, and the young 
men came rushing out, having partially regained their strength and spirits. Mudjikewis, stepping up, 
gave a yell and struck him a blow upon the head. This he repeated till it seemed like a mass of 

 
24 The sacred power of copper, miskwaabik, red metal, is a recurring topic in Eliot A. Singer, The Copper Rock of Lake 
Superior. 
25 John C. Wright, Stories of the Crooked Tree (Harbor Springs, Lakeside Press, 1915, p. 86). 
26 Schoolcraft, Algic Researches, vol. 1, pp. 109-112. 
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brains; while the others, as quick as possible, cut him into very small pieces, which they then 
scattered in every direction. 
 While thus employed, happening to look around where they had thrown the meat, wonderful to 
behold! they saw starting up and running off in every direction small black bears, such as are seen 
at the present day. The country was soon overspread with these black animals. And it was from this 
monster that the present race of bears derived their origin. 
 

 Despite much likely Schoolcraftsmanship, pursuit and eventual killing by woman’s 
medicine seems to be a legitimate variant of the Wampum Bear. Cutting up a giant primordial 
being to create modern animals is a recurring motif in Native American narrative, including of 
Mishinamegwa into ordinary fish. 27 
 Only in the version by Chief Penesi, an Ojibwe from Lake Superior’s north shore, is a 
reason given for seeking the bear’s wampum: “medicine for all kinds of harm,” “mashkiki anooj 
enwaadeg.” This allows for alternate etiologies: the naming (identification) of medicines, the 
attribution to Odawa and Nadowe (Iroquois) of great healing powers: 

 
And half he gave to his companion, 
And half he has for himself. 
 And so, he says: 
 
“So, this will you have. 
“And, as for me, this will I have.” 
“You, Nadowe, you will be told. 
“And I, Odawa, I will be told.  
“You and I, we will be very knowledgeable of the knowledge of medicine.” 
 And so, they named how the various kinds of medicine will be the used…. 

 
 
 

 
27 See Eliot A. Singer, Nenabozho’s Fishing. 


